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NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING TREATIES

WIPO Convention
Communication by Germany
The Permanent Representative of Germany to the
Office of the United Nations and to the other International Organizations in Geneva has requested that
the following contents of his letter addressed to the
Director General of WIPO, dated October 3, 1990,
and received on that date, be communicated:
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copy of the international application and a translation thereof;
- the obligation to delay national processing,
as provided for under Article 40, shall not prevent
publication, by or through the Patent Office of the
Republic of Poland, of the international application or a translation thereof." (Translation)
The said Treaty will enter into force, with respect
to Poland, on December 25, 1990.
PCT Notification No. 59, of September 25, 1990.

"[T]hrough the accession of the German Democratic Republic to the Federal Republic of
Germany with effect from 3 October 1990, the
two German states have united to form one
sovereign state, which as a single member of the
World Intellectual Property Organization remains
bound by the provisions of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization. As from the date of unification, the Federal
Republic of Germany will act in the World Intellectual Property Organization under the designation of 'Germany'."

Budapest Treaty
Extension and Clarification of the List
of Kinds of Microorganisms and
Related Fees
EUROPEAN COLLECTION OF ANIMAL
CELL CULTURES (ECACC)

WIPO Notification No. 150, of October 12, 1990.

(United Kingdom)

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
New Member of the PCT Union
POLAND
The Government of Poland deposited, on
September 25, 1990, its instrument of accession to
the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), done at Washington on June 19, 1970, amended on October 2,
1979, and modified on February 3, 1984.
The said instrument contains the following declaration:
"The Republic of Poland decides to accede to
the said Treaty declaring, pursuant to Article
64(2XaXi) and (ii) of the Treaty that:
— it shall not be bound by the provisions of
Article 39(1) with respect to the furnishing of a

The following notification addressed to the
Director General of WIPO by the Government of the
United Kingdom under Rule 3.3 of the Regulations
under the Budapest Treaty on the International
Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for
the Purposes of Patent Procedure was received on
October 10, 1990:
In accordance with Rule 3.3 of the Regulations
under the Treaty, the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
hereby notify you of the following extensions to
and clarification of the list of organisms that the
ECACC will accept for deposit under the
Budapest Treaty:
(a) Animal cell cultures including human cell
lines, genetically modified cell lines and
hybridomas.
(b) Viruses as described in the communication of
April 3rd, 1985.1
(c) Plant cell suspension cultures.
1

See Industrial Property, 1985, p. 163.
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(d) Eukaryotic and viral recombinant DNA as
naked DNA or cloned into a host organism.
Organisms up to and including ACDP Category 3* and ACGM Category 3** deposits are
accepted by the Collection.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the ECACC
reserves the right to refuse to accept any material
for deposit which in the opinion of the Curator
presents an unacceptable risk or is technically
unsuitable to handle. The ECACC will accept
organisms which do not significantly change after
long-term liquid nitrogen freezing or freeze
drying.
A
statement
regarding
potential
pathogenicity and storage conditions is required
when a deposit is made.

35

60

Fees for other deposits remain unaltered from
the previous notification (April 3rd, 1985, April 1st,
1987)2 and should be made payable to the Public
Health Laboratory Service Board.
* Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens: Categorisation of Pathogens according to Hazard and Categories
of Containment, HMSO, London, 1984.
** Advisory Committee on Genetic Manipulation, HSE
Note 7, HMSO, London, 1988.

[End of text of the notification of the
Government of the United Kingdom]

Schedule of Fees
Plant cell suspension cultures
Storage for the 30-year period

Issue of a viability statement (Rule 10.2)
Furnishing of a sample in accordance
with Rule 11.2 or 11.3 (plus cost of
carriage)

£750

Issue of a viability statement (Rule 10.2)
Furnishing of a sample in accordance
with Rule 11.2 or 11.3 (plus cost of
carriage)

35
60

Eukaryotic and viral recombinant DNA
as naked DNA or cloned into a host
organization
Storage for the 30-year period

400

Pursuant to Article l(2)(b) of the Budapest
Treaty, the extension of the list of kinds of microorganisms accepted for deposit by ECACC and the
related fees will apply as from November 30, 1990
(date of the present issue of Industrial Property).
Budapest Notification No. 65 (this notification is
the subject of Budapest Notification No. 92, of
October 19,1990).
'Ibid., 1985, p. 163; 1987, p. 147.
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Paris Union
Committee of Experts on the Harmonization
of Laws for the Protection of Marks
Second Session
(Geneva, June 25 to 29, 1990)
NOTE*

Introduction
The Committee of Experts on the Harmonization
of Laws for the Protection of Marks (hereinafter
referred to as "the • Committee of Experts") held its
second session in Geneva from June 25 to 29, 1990.1
The following States members of the Paris Union
were represented at the session: Algeria, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Central African Republic, China,
Czechoslovakia, Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, Denmark, Finland, France, German Democratic Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Libya, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania,
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United States of America (35). In
addition, the European Communities (EC) were
represented.
The following States members of WIPO were
represented by observers: Angola, Chile, Ecuador,
India, Swaziland (5). Representatives of two intergovernmental organizations and 24 non-governmental
organizations also participated in an observer
capacity. The list of participants follows this Note.
The discussions of the second session of the
Committee of Experts were based on the following
document prepared by the International Bureau of
WIPO: "Draft Trademark Law Treaty (Articles 1 and
2, 101 to 103 and 201 to 209)" (document
HM/CE/H/2).
In the present Note, any references to "the Draft
Treaty," as well as to any given "draft Article" and
* Prepared by the International Bureau.
1
For a note on the preceding session, see Industrial Property,
1990, p. 101.

"draft paragraph" are references to the Draft Treaty,
the given draft Article or draft paragraph as proposed
by the International Bureau in document
HM/CE/II/2.
After hearing general statements from two delegations, the Committee of Experts discussed the questions contained in document HM/CE/II/2 and set out
below.

Article 1 : Establishment of a Union
Article 1 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by the
International Bureau read as follows:
"The Contracting Parties constitute a Union
for the purposes of this Treaty."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 1 reads
as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
One delegation pointed out that the text of the
draft Article could have been more explicit, and
that it would have been desirable to have the
object of the Draft Treaty specified."
Article 2: Definitions
Article 2 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by the
International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"For the purposes of this Treaty, unless
expressly stated otherwise:
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(i) 'mark' means a sign capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one enterprise
from those of other enterprises and shall be
construed as including both trademarks and
service marks;
(ii) 'Office' means the governmental or
intergovernmental agency entrusted with the
registration of marks by a Contracting Party;
(Hi) references to a 'registration' shall be
construed as references to a registration of a
mark by an Office;
(iv) references to an 'application' shall be
construed as references to an application for
registration;
(v) references to a 'person' shall be
construed as references to both a natural person
and a legal entity;
(vi) 'applicant' means the person who files
the application and shall be construed as
including his successor in title;
(vii) 'official language' means the language
or languages in which the Office concerned
publishes details of marks registered by it;
(viii) 'International Classification' means the
International Classification adopted under the
Nice Agreement Concerning the International
Classification of Goods and Services for the
Purposes of the Registration of Marks;
(ix) 'priority date' means the filing date of
the application (whether filed with the same or
another Office) whose priority is claimed;
(x) 'territory of a Contracting Party' means,
where the Contracting Party is a State, the territory of that State and, where the Contracting
Party is an intergovernmental organization, the
territory in which the constituent treaty of that
intergovernmental organization applies;
(xi) 'Union means the Union referred to in
Article 1 ;
(xii) 'Assembly' means the Assembly of the
Union;
(xiii) 'Organization' means the World Intellectual Property Organization;
(xiv) 'International Bureau' means the International Bureau of the Organization;
(xv) 'Director General' means the Director
General of the Organization."

indeed acceptable for a mark to be constituted by
a combination of signs.
One delegation said that, as far as it was
concerned, the definition proposed did not present
any particular problem insofar as account was
also taken of the text of draft Article 101(1).
Although able to accept the proposed text, it
would nevertheless prefer to have the definition in
draft Article 2(i) and the text of draft Article
101(1) combined in one and the same definition.
One delegation commented that, if the term
'mark' were to denote both trademarks and
service marks, the English title of the Draft
Treaty should not refer only to the former, which
might suggest that the subject matter of the
Treaty was confined to them.
The same delegation, and others, also pointed
out that the word 'sign' was not defined, and that
it would be useful to give it a definition. It was
pointed out moreover that an office did not
register signs but rather marks, and that it would
be more correct, in the context of this draft
Article, to speak of signs capable of constituting
marks.

The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 2 reads
as follows:

Item (iv). The representative of an observer
organization was of the opinion that, at the application stage, there was good reason not to speak
of a mark, and that it was rather a question of an
application for the registration of a sign as a
mark.

"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Item (i). One delegation pointed out that the
definition proposed was incomplete as it spoke
only of a sign, whereas it was common and

Item (ii). One delegation expressed the view
that it was not necessary to state that the agency
entrusted with the registration of marks by a
Contracting Party could be governmental or intergovernmental.
Item (Hi). One delegation pointed out that the
definition proposed spoke of the registration of a
mark, whereas draft Article 101(1) spoke of the
registration of a sign, and that the terminology
used should therefore be made consistent.
Another delegation drew attention to the fact
that the definition proposed did not cover the case
of marks registered by the International Bureau
under the Madrid Agreement Concerning the
International Registration of Marks, and that it
should be amended to make allowance for such
marks.
One delegation considered on the other hand
that any international mark had the effect of the
registration of a national or regional mark, and
was therefore covered ipso facto by the proposed
definition.

Item (v). One delegation considered that the
reference in the proposed definition to a 'legal
entity' was too restrictive, and that account should
also be taken of legal entities which, without
actually having legal personality, could be enti-
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tied, under the legislation to which they were
subject, to hold industrial property rights.
A number of delegations supported the above
view, pointing out in particular that, in certain
countries, cultural or sporting associations were
sometimes entitled to own marks, and that reference should be made to the national law
governing such entities, in order to prevent them
from being denied the right to file a mark in other
countries. It was also suggested that the Treaty
should attempt to define those persons who were
entitled to be the owners of marks.
The representative of an observer organization
pointed out, moreover, that the word 'enterprise'
was used in item (i), whereas 'person' was used
in item (v), and that the same term should always
be used when the context was the same.
Item (vi). One delegation said that the French
term 'ayant cause' was not applicable to the
person who became the owner by virtue of an
assignment, and that it would be more appropriate
to use the two terms 'ayant cause' and 'ayant
droit' (the English term 'successor in title' covers
both).
Another delegation considered for its part that
the phrase 'the person who files the application'
should be replaced with 'the person in whose
name the application is filed.'
Item (vii). One delegation felt that it was
perhaps not necessary to define the expression
'official language,' which was used only once, in
draft Article 203. It also pointed out that it would
be preferable to use the expression 'language of
procedure,' and not to define the expression by
just one procedural act, namely publication. The
definition could, for instance, be: '"language of
procedure" means the language or languages that
should be used in procedures before the office
concerned.'
One delegation considered that, even if the
expression 'official language' were used only in
draft Article 203, it still had to be defined.
Item (viii). It was pointed out that the 'International Classification' in question was mentioned
only once, in draft Article 202, and that it would
perhaps be preferable to mention it only in the
body of that draft Article, without giving it a
definition in draft Article 2.
Item (ix). A number of delegations and representatives of observer organizations were of the
opinion that it was not desirable to make any
reference to the concept of internal priority, that
the bracketed phrase could be deleted and that it
would be preferable to make a reference to
Article 4 of the Paris Convention.
One delegation pointed out in that connection
that, even if the bracketed phrase were deleted,
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Contracting States would still be free to provide
for a system of internal priority. It suggested,
moreover, that the formulation proposed in the
French version, which spoke of a 'date de dépôt'
(suggesting deposit), was perhaps not appropriate
in the case of marks registered under the Madrid
Agreement.
Items (x) to (xv). These items did not give rise
to any comment."
Article 101: Registrable Signs
Article 101 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Signs Capable of Being Represented
Graphically] Subject to Article 102(1), any sign
capable of being represented graphically shall be
eligible for registration, including, in particular,
the following:
(i) words, including names;
(ii) letters and numerals;
(Hi) pictures, images and designs;
(iv) three-dimensional forms, including the
shape of products and the shape of their packaging and their containers;
(v) colors;
(vi) sounds, including musical phrases;
(vii) combinations of the above-mentioned
signs.
(2) [Other Signs] Any Contracting Party shall
be free to consider signs that are not capable of
being represented graphically as eligible for
registration, provided that the applicant supplies
a description of the sign in writing."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 101
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (1). With regard to the enumeration in draft Article 101(1), one delegation
considered that a list should be given of signs on
which there was a very strong consensus. The
Secretariat pointed out in that connection that a
harmonization treaty should not content itself with
recording what was commonly accepted, but
should rather attempt to make things progress,
taking due account in particular of technological
developments that could have a bearing on the
field of marks.
Certain representatives of observer organizations expressed the wish that the list of signs
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capable of constituting marks should be based on
the Directive of the European Communities.
With regard to drafting, it was also pointed out
that the French and Spanish texts of draft Article
101 contained a mistranslation liable to suggest
that what was mandatory under the English text
would be optional under the other two.
The following comments were made on the list
of signs in draft Article 101(1):
Item (i). With regard to the expression
'names' it was requested that surnames be
expressly referred to.
Item (Hi). A number of delegations and representatives of observer organizations considered
that the word 'designs' ('dessins') was inappropriate and liable to create confusion with industrial designs. It was further pointed out that it was
not possible to make a real distinction between
'pictures' and 'images,' and that it should be
possible to replace the words 'pictures, images
and designs' with a single word, for instance, the
English term 'devices.'
Item (iv). After an exchange on the subject of
'three-dimensional forms,' it was generally agreed
that such forms, while including the shape of
products and the shape of their packaging and
their containers, were not, however, confined to
those shapes, and that the present text, the formulation of which was sufficiently broad, should be
retained. One delegation nevertheless expressed
the view that the shape of a product could not
constitute a mark.
Items (v) and (vi). A number of delegations
expressed reservations regarding the mention of
'colors' and 'sounds.'
With regard to 'colors,' certain delegations
said that only combinations of colors could be
protected in their countries, whereas others
mentioned that, in theirs, a mark could be constituted by a single color insofar as it was a shade
of color that was clearly defined.
As for 'sounds,' several delegations expressed reservations on the question whether
they could constitute a mark at all. One delegation considered, moreover, that sounds could
not be considered signs capable of being represented graphically, and that they could only be
protected under specific laws like the laws on
copyright.
Item (vii). In reply to a question raised by one
delegation, the Secretariat stated that the combinations of signs referred to concerned not only signs
mentioned in different items (for instance, a word
and a design), but also signs mentioned in one
and the same draft item (for instance, letters and
numerals).
Paragraph (2). This paragraph did not give
rise to any comments."

Article 102: Absolute Grounds for Refusal of Registration
Article 102 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Absolute Grounds] Registration of a sign
as a mark shall be refused on each of the
following grounds:
(i) the sign is devoid of any distinctive character;
(ii) the sign has become generic on the territory of the Contracting Party where protection is
claimed;
(Hi) the sign may serve, in trade, to designate
the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose,
value or place of origin of the goods or services,
or the time of production of the goods or of
rendering of the services;
(iv) the sign is contrary to morality or public
order;
(v) the sign is susceptible of deceiving the
public.
(2) [Partial Refusal] Where any of the grounds
referred to in paragraph (1) apply to only some
of the goods or services in respect of which registration is sought, registration shall be refused
only in respect of those goods or services.
(3) [Consideration of Factual Circumstances]
In determining whether any of the grounds
referred to in paragraph (1) applies, all factual
circumstances shall be taken into consideration."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 102
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (1). A number of delegations and
representatives of observer organizations said that
a distinction should be made between the question
of the harmonization of absolute grounds for
nullity and that of the harmonization of procedures, and considered that the Treaty should
confine itself to harmonizing rules of law, and not
impose the observance of certain procedures. In
that connection, it was pointed out that draft
Article 102 should only state the grounds on
which a mark could be refused or invalidated. It
was recalled, moreover, that the expression 'registration of a sign' should be avoided, even if it
were accompanied by the phrase 'as a mark.'
Some delegations considered, on the other
hand, that ex officio examination of absolute
grounds for invalidation should be mandatory.
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Several delegations and representatives of
observer organizations were of the opinion that an
exhaustive list should be drawn up of the grounds
for refusal or invalidation of the mark, as had
been done in the Directive of the European
Communities, and that the list appearing in the
draft under consideration should be extended and
made more precise: a list that was too concise,
and written in too-general terms, could, as one
delegation pointed out, give rise to an excessively
broad interpretation, which could lead to the
introduction of grounds other than those expressly
provided for.
It was suggested that draft paragraph (1)
should embody the principle that the applicant
had a right to registration except where one of the
grounds for refusal mentioned in that paragraph
existed.
It was pointed out in particular that the list
should expressly mention the case of Article 6ter
of the Paris Convention.
One delegation suggested mentioning signs
that were prohibited under national legislation, as
those signs were not necessarily covered by the
concept of public order violations.
Several delegations were of the opinion that it
would be desirable to reproduce the actual terms
of Article équinquies of the Paris Convention, as
that Article was in any event still applicable, and
that case law had evolved in the light of its
wording.
In that connection, one delegation and the representative of an observer organization pointed
to the difference between Article 6quinquies
of the Paris Convention and draft Article 102,
in that the former limited the possibility
of refusal of a mark registered in another
country of the Paris Union to cases that
were expressly mentioned in that provision,
whereas the latter was intended to oblige
the Contracting Parties to refuse a registration
on the grounds stated.
One delegation desired, moreover, not only
that the list of grounds for refusal and invalidation be exhaustive, but also that its exhaustiveness
be specified in the Article itself.
Item (i). Certain delegations said that account
should be taken of the use of a mark when ascertaining whether or not it had distinctive character.
In that respect the Treaty should expressly recognize that distinctive character could be inherent in
the mark or could have been acquired. One delegation, for its part, wanted the item to be
amended to reflect that distinctive character could
be acquired.
Item (ii). It was pointed out that the sign
constituting a mark could not only have become
generic, but be at the outset generic by nature,
and that in such a case the sign could not consti-
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tute a mark susceptible of registration, because it
would not have distinctive character.
Item (Hi). Some delegations regarded the
formulation of Article 6quinquies as being more
explicit. It was pointed out, in particular, that the
expression 'when they [the marks] ... consist
exclusively of signs....'
Item (iv). It was pointed out by one delegation
that the use of certain signs could be prohibited
by national legislation for reasons of public order,
but that they could nevertheless be registered as
marks.
Another delegation wished to emphasize that
the 'contrary to public order' concept could not
be extended to all the cases mentioned in paragraph 102.07 of the Notes on draft Article 102, in
other words, including the cases in which the
mark was contrary to national law.
Paragraph (2). One delegation suggested that
it would be difficult to allow a partial registration,
as a result of a partial refusal, without the applicant having amended his application.
Paragraph (3). With regard to consideration
of factual circumstances, an examination was
requested whether circumstances other than long
use of the mark could exist, including, for
instance, intensive advertising, which could give
the mark distinctive character in a very short
time.
As a general comment, one delegation asked
for the Draft Treaty to specify that, in the examination of absolute grounds for invalidation,
account should be taken of the overall impression
and not of each element of the mark individually."

Article 103: Conflicts with Prior Rights
Article 103 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Conflict With a Registered Mark] (a)
Registration of the sign that is the subject of the
application shall be refused if the sign is identical
or confusingly similar to a mark of another enterprise registered with effect in the territory of the
Contracting Party for which registration of the
sign is sought, and registration of the sign is
sought in respect of the same goods or services
as the said mark, or in respect of other goods or
services in connection with which the sign under
examination would be likely, in view of the said
mark and the goods or services for which it is
registered, to mislead the public, provided that
the application on which the said mark has been
registered had an earlier filing or, where appli-
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cable, priority date than the application for the
registration of the sign.
(b) Registration of the sign referred to in
subparagraph (a) shall also be refused if the
mark referred to in that subparagraph has not
been registered but is the subject of an application with an earlier filing or, where applicable,
priority date than the application for the registration of the sign, provided that the mark is subsequently registered.

(i) the sign is identical or confusingly similar
to a trade name of another enterprise and the
sign would be likely, in view of the trade name, to
mislead the public;
(ii) the sign reproduces a protected industrial
design or a work protected by copyright;
(Hi) the sign is identical or confusingly similar
to a protected geographical indication;
(iv) the sign would constitute a violation of
personal rights such as the right to a personal
name or the right to a personal portrayal.

(2) [Conflict with a Well-Known and Exceptionally Weil-Known Mark] Registration of the
sign that is the subject of the application shall be
refused
(i) if the sign is identical or confusingly
similar to a well-known mark of another enterprise and registration of the sign is sought in
respect of the same goods or services as those for
which the well-known mark is known in the territory of the Contracting Party, or in respect of
other goods or services in connection with which
the sign under examination would be likely, in
view of the notoriety of the well-known mark, to
mislead the public; or
(ii) if the sign is identical or confusingly
similar to an exceptionally well-known mark of
another enterprise, regardless of the goods or
services for which registration of the sign is
sought.

(5) [Partial Refusal] Where any of the grounds
referred to in paragraphs (I), (2)(i) and, where
applicable, (3) and (4) apply to only some of the
goods or services in respect of which registration
is sought, registration shall be refused only in
respect of those goods or services.

(3) [Conflict with an Unregistered but Used
Mark] Any Contracting Party shall be free to
provide that registration of the sign referred to in
subparagraph (l)(a) shall be refused even if the
mark referred to in that subparagraph has not
been registered and is not the subject of an application, provided that the mark has been continuously used in good faith in commerce in the territory of the Contracting Party, in respect of the
same goods or services as those for which registration of the sign is sought, or in respect of other
goods or services in connection with which the
sign under examination would be likely, in view
of the goods or services in respect of which the
mark has been so used, to mislead the public,
from a date preceding both the date of
commencement of any continuous use of the sign
in commerce in the territory of the Contracting
Party by the applicant or his predecessor in title,
in respect of such goods or services, and the
filing or, where applicable, priority date of the
application for registration of the sign.
(4) [Conflict with Other Prior Rights] Any
Contracting Party shall be free to provide that
registration of the sign that is the subject of the
application may be refused on any of the
following grounds:

(6) [Effect of Consent of Holder of Prior
Right] Where the owner of any of the rights
referred to in paragraphs (1), (2) and, where
applicable, (3) and (4) consents to the registration of the sign referred to in those paragraphs,
the registration of the sign shall be refused only
if, in view of the prior right, the public would be
likely to be misled.
(7) [Non-applicability of Anteriority Examination] Any Contracting Party that does not provide
for the ex officio examination of the application
to determine whether the registration of the sign
that is the subject of the application is prevented
by virtue of the rights of any person other than
the applicant in respect of the sign shall be free
not to apply paragraphs (1) and (2), provided
that, if it does not apply those paragraphs, it
shall also not apply paragraphs (3) or (4)."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 103
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (1). One delegation referred to the
problems it had experienced with the notion of
'registration of the sign,' which should be
replaced in the next version of the Draft Treaty
by the words 'registration of the mark.'
It was suggested that the taking into account of
the priority date of the application as referred to
in draft paragraph (1) should apply in the same
way to subparagraphs (a) and (b) of the draft
paragraph.
Several delegations stated that, whilst
supporting the principle of harmonizing matters of
conflict with prior rights, questions of procedure
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should not be dealt with in the same place as
questions of substance. However, it would have to
be specified that the applicant had a right to a
registration except in the event of one of the
grounds for refusal referred to in draft Articles
102 and 103.
Some delegations stated that, where the marks
and the goods or services were absolutely identical, there should be no additional conditions for
establishing a conflict. On the other hand, where
the sign was similar and the goods or services
were different, it was held that the criterion given
in draft Article 103(1), according to which it had
to be established that the examined sign was
likely to mislead the public, was too restrictive. In
such case, conflict would have to be determined
on the basis of a possibility of confusion for the
public. Consequently, the introduction of the term
'confusingly' in respect of the term 'similar' was
superfluous.
One delegation held that the approach adopted
in the draft paragraph (1) was too complicated
and that the notions of similarity between marks
and identity or difference of the goods or services
should be combined. It added that it was not
favorable to the criteria of possibility of confusion
for the public, but rather to the concept under
which the examined sign would be likely to
mislead the public, particularly as regards the
origin of the goods or services.
As regards draft subparagraph (b), doubts were
expressed as regards its stringency and automatic
application.
It was generally held that it would be necessary to specify whether draft paragraph (1) was to
set out minimum requirements or a standard.
It was suggested that draft Article 103 should
explicitly mention international marks registered
under the Madrid Agreement.
One delegation noted that draft subparagraph
(b) did not cover the exceptional case of two
applications for registration being filed on the
same day and understood that the search for a
solution had been left to the national laws. This
understanding was shared by the Secretariat.
One delegation stated in reply to that question
that in its country the two marks would both be
considered valid.
One delegation declared that it supported in
principle draft Article 103, but considered that the
exception of honest concurrent user which existed
in most common law countries should be maintained.
In reply to the various comments made, it was
explained that the provisions in draft Article 103
were absolute and not minimum and that, consequently, subject to draft Article 103(7), the rules
laid down in draft paragraph (1) would have to be
fully applied. In the case of two applications for
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registration filed on the same date, it was felt that
the solutions to such exceptional cases should be
left to national laws. As for international marks
registered under the Madrid Agreement, the
wording of draft paragraph (1) would cover them
since it referred to 'a mark ... registered with
effect in the territory of the Contracting Party.' It
was added that the next version of draft Article
103 could explicitly mention international marks.
It was further agreed in relation to draft Article
103 that the next Draft Treaty would deal with
matters of procedure separately and that the
various concepts appearing in draft paragraph (1)
would be separated. Additionally, the definition of
conflict would be reexamined, taking into account
the suggestion that the criterion of possible confusion be used.
Paragraph (2). As regards draft item (i), it was
stated that the term 'confusingly' similar mark
should not be maintained, as had been decided in
respect of draft paragraph (1).
Several delegations held that draft item (i)
should simply repeat the provisions of Article
6bis of the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property. Otherwise, it would be necessary to define the well-known mark referred to in
draft item (i) and to state which authority would
decide that it was well known. One delegation
noted that, contrary to the above-mentioned
Article 6bis, draft item (i) required States to give
a refusal and this led to an excess of work for
those offices that would have to decide whether a
mark was well known. Only invalidation of a
mark could be made compulsory in that context.
The Chairman held that the matter of wellknown marks was one of the most important and
one of the most difficult points, particularly since
subjectivity was involved. He added that certain
factors, such as the rapid dissemination of
communication through the media, could accelerate the acquisition of notoriety and the prestige
enjoyed by a well-known mark could lead to the
wish for products that differed from those for
which the mark was used to also enjoy that prestige.
As regards item (ii), it was suggested that the
wording of Article 4(3) and (4)(a) of the Directive of the European Communities be adopted
since it afforded extended protection to marks
enjoying a reputation both at Community level
and in the Member States, on condition that they
be registered. However, protection was only
extended in that way if without due cause unfair
advantage had been taken of such repute.
That suggestion was supported by several delegations and observer organizations. It was
explained that in a case of 'repute' rather than of
an 'exceptionally well-known mark,' the protec-
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tion of the mark should be extended beyond
Article dbis of the Paris Convention without,
however, broadening the field of protection to the
extent envisaged in draft item (ii). In that respect,
the broader protection, that constituted an exception to the principle of speciality, was justified if
it was wished to avoid a loss of the attractiveness
and distinctive nature of a mark of repute. An
extension of the protection provided by Article
6bis of the Paris Convention could be used in
those cases where advantage had been taken of
the repute of a mark, particularly in cases of parasitism and of dilution.
One delegation pointed out that it might be
difficult to base protection of marks on the fact
that they had acquired a reputation because any
mark used for a period of time had acquired some
reputation.
Paragraph (3). It was stated that account
would be taken in that optional provision of the
comments made on draft paragraphs (1) and (2),
particularly as regards the phrase 'would be likely
to mislead the public'
One delegation had doubts as to that provision
that he considered an inducement not to register
marks. If the notion of a used mark was to be
recognized, exaggerated scope should not be
given to it, and a limit could be found in the form
of a restricted period during which a mark in use
could oppose an application for registration
without itself being registered.
A number of delegations suggested that those
cases in which the holder of a right in a used
mark could oppose an application for registration
or a registration should be left to the judgment of
the national laws. Consequently, draft paragraph
(3) could end after the words 'and was not the
subject of an application' in line four.
One delegation held that the provisions of draft
paragraph (3), and draft paragraph (2), relating to
well-known marks that were used but not registered, overlapped and that the matter should be
regulated by the Treaty.
Several delegations held that the provisions set
out in draft paragraph (3) would be difficult to implement in an ex officio examination since an office
could not know whether use was continuous and in
good faith. Refusal of registration should only be
pronounced at the request of the user.
One delegation, whilst supporting the principle
proposed in draft paragraph (3), held that it was
not readily compatible with those systems in
which registration generated the right and that the
matter required further examination.
The representative of an observer organization
held that the notion of continuous use was too
stringent and should be replaced by the notion of
use within the normal course of trade.

It was suggested by the representative of an
observer organization that draft Article 103(3)
should provide that any Contracting Party could
maintain in its legislation provisions under which
a used mark could be cited against an application
for registration or a registration.
In view of the comments that had been made,
it was pointed out that matters of procedure
would be dealt with separately in the future
version of the Treaty. It was also stated that the
optional nature of paragraph (3) should be maintained in order to take into account the differences that existed between systems under which
the right was declared by registration and systems
under which the right was generated by registration, particularly as regards the degree of substantive examination carried out by the offices. The
simplest solution, as proposed, would be to leave
application of that provision to the national laws.
However, it was held preferable to maintain draft
paragraph (3) in its entirety and to make the
desired amendments.
Paragraph (4). One delegation held that the
list of other prior rights was too restrictive and
that it should be generally extended to further
intellectual property rights. It noted that draft item
(i) did not mention names of establishments and
that draft item (ii) did not mention utility models.
Furthermore, draft item (ii) should not be limited
to reproduction but should also extend to imitation.
One delegation, supported by further delegations and the representative of an observer organization, accepted the principles of draft paragraph
(4) on an optional basis, on condition that the list
of other prior rights be exhaustive. Without going
into detail, draft paragraph (4) should comprise at
least a reference to collective marks, warranty
marks and certification marks.
A number of delegations stated that draft item
(iii) should explicitly mention appellations of
origin.
One delegation wondered why the Draft
Treaty, instead of presenting an exhaustive list,
had not adopted a more general approach such as
that in Article 6quinquies.B.l of the Paris
Convention.
In reply to the question why geographical indications were mentioned in draft item (iii) as 'prior
rights,' it was stated that draft Article 102(1)
already said that a registration was to be refused
if the mark was likely to mislead the public.
However, the optional inclusion of draft item (iii)
was justified on the grounds that certain national
laws provided specific protection for appellations
of origin that covered not only misleading the
public but also simple use without possible
deceipt.
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In view of the comments made, it was noted
that, in principle, draft paragraph (4) was generally accepted in an optional form and conditional
on extension of the list of prior rights to include,
in particular, utility models, business signs, trade
names, collective marks, warranty marks and
certification marks, in order to make it exhaustive. Furthermore, as for the other provisions of
draft Article 103, the procedural aspects would
have to be dealt with separately and, in that
context, the notion of invalidation of a mark
would be added to that of refusal.
Paragraph (5). One delegation stated that
practice in its country did not permit an application for registration to cover more than one class
of goods or services and that, therefore, it would
enter a reservation on that paragraph, as well as
on draft Article 102(2), if draft Article 202(2)
enabled a single application to cover several
classes. It added that if, on the contrary, draft
paragraph (5) was applicable to a system such as
that adopted in its country, it would not be
incompatible with that provision. It nevertheless
explained that, in its country, where there were
grounds, even partial grounds, for refusing an
application, the application was refused in whole
if the applicant did not avail himself of the possibility he was given of limiting the list of goods or
services in his application.
Paragraph (6). One delegation raised the
question whether that provision would oblige the
Contracting Parties to introduce a system in
which account was taken of the consent of the
holder of the prior right or if it was only applicable to those Contracting Parties that already
possessed such a system. It further wondered
whether, a contrario, that provision did not
constitute an exception to the application of the
provisions of draft paragraphs (1) and (2) where a
mark was not likely to mislead the public.
Several delegations and representatives of
observer organizations supported draft paragraph
(6) since it recognized the practical importance of
the consent of the holder of the prior right. It was
explained that, if the holder of a prior right gave
his consent then he considered that the public was
not likely to be misled. In that respect, it was
suggested that the phrase 'the registration of the
sign shall be refused only if, in view of the prior
right, the public would be likely to be misled' be
deleted. Without going that far, one delegation,
supported by the representative of an observer
organization, suggested that the phrase be
replaced by a more general wording such as
'unless there are special circumstances....' in order
to give offices the possibility of not taking into
account consent in specific cases. A further dele-
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gation stressed that the phrase should be maintained.
In view of the comments that had been made,
it was decided that the forthcoming version of the
Draft Treaty should contain that provision
together with the provisions on procedural
matters. It was also explained that the provision
was of a compulsory nature.
Paragraph (7). In view of the amendments
that would have to be made to draft Article 103
in the forthcoming version of the Draft Treaty,
particularly as regards procedural matters, it was
decided not to examine draft paragraph (7) at the
present session of the Committee of Experts."
Article 201: Conditions and Effects of Registration
of Marks for Goods and of Marks for Ser\'ices
Article 201 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Equality of Marks for Goods and Marks
for Services] (a) The conditions and effects of
registration shall be the same for all marks, irrespective of whether registration is for goods, for
services or for both.
(b) The right of priority provided for in the
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property, and any other kind of right of priority
provided for by a Contracting Party, for marks
for goods shall apply also and on the same terms
to marks for services.
(2) [Nature of Goods or Services] The nature
of the goods or services to which the mark
applies shall in no case form an obstacle to its
registration."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 201
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (l)(a) and (b). No objections were
made as to the general substance of draft paragraph (1).
One delegation questioned whether it was
appropriate to place this provision, which dealt
with an aspect of the conditions and effects of
registration, in Chapter II concerning the procedures for application and registration.
Paragraph (2). All of the delegations and the
representatives of observer organizations which
spoke welcomed the principle embodied in draft
paragraph (2) that the nature of the goods and
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services for which the mark was to be registered
should not form an obstacle to its registration,
except for the Delegation of India, which
expressed its desire that Contracting Parties be
free to legislate with respect to this question. It
was pointed out by delegations which supported
draft paragraph (2) that the registration of a mark
granted certain exclusive rights to its owner but
did not grant an unconditional right to use the
mark for the goods or services for which it was
registered. In light of this basic principle of trademark law, it was only fair and logical that the
nature of the goods or services for which a mark
was to be registered should not form an obstacle
to its registration. Although it was recognized that
an Office could refuse the registration of a mark
on the grounds of public order, the nature of the
goods or services for which the mark was to be
registered should not constitute a basis for
refusing registration on the grounds of public
order. This did not mean that Contracting Parties
could not forbid the marketing or use of specific
goods or services for which a given mark was
registered and thus, in effect, render the mark
unusable. However, where such a case arose,
there was no harm in allowing the registration of
the mark, as such registration did not necessarily
mean that the mark could be used for any given
goods or services."
Article 202: International Classification
Article 202 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Obligation to Apply International Classification] Goods and services listed in each registration and in each publication of the registration
shall be classified in accordance with the International Classification.
(2) [Single Application and Registration for
Goods or Services in Several Classes] Goods and
services belonging to any number of classes of
the International Classification may be covered
by one and the same application and shall be
covered by one and the same registration on such
an application."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 202
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (1 ). One delegation considered that
this provision should be optional.

One delegation suggested that it be made clear
that, although draft paragraph (1) required that
goods and services listed in each registration and
publication should be classified in accordance
with the international Classification, this did not
mean that the International Classification had to
be applied necessarily as the primary or principal
classification, but that it would be sufficient if it
were applied as a secondary classification.
One delegation suggested that the text should
specify that goods and services had to be classified merely in accordance with, but not in the
order of, the International Classification. It also
considered that, since the scope of protection of a
mark was determined by the goods and services
for which the mark was registered, draft paragraph (1) could make it clear that goods and
services, as listed at the time of filing the application, be classified in accordance with the International Classification.
One delegation and the representatives of
several observer organizations were of the opinion
that it should be made clear that the International
Classification was only an instrument for the
purposes of aa^ninistrative convenience and efficiency and was not meant to ensure or affect
substantive rights accorded by registration. It
should also be made clear that, if given goods or
a service listed at the time of filing the application was classified under one or more classes of
the International Classification, draft paragraph
(1) allowed the applicant subsequently to classify
the goods and services under additional classes,
without losing the original filing or priority date
of his application with respect to that mark and
the goods or services originally listed in the application.
Paragraph (2). A majority of delegations
and representatives of observer organizations
which spoke expressed their support for draft
paragraph (2), which makes a multiple class
system mandatory for Contracting Parties. However, a number of delegations expressed their
opposition to this provision, at least in its mandatory form. Two delegations stated that,
although they had some doubts about a multiple class system, they were willing to study
the question and in particular the practical and
legal reasons which might justify changing to
such a system in their national laws.
It was noted that the multiple class system had
always been applied under the Madrid Agreement
Concerning the International Registration of
Marks, to the satisfaction of the countries party
thereto whether or not they applied a multiple
class system at the national level.
It was agreed to maintain paragraph (2) in its
present form."
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Article 203: Filing Date
Article 203 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Requirements] The filing date of the
application shall be the date of receipt by the
Office of documents in the official language that
contain:
(i) an express or implicit indication that
registration is sought;
(ii) indications allowing to establish the identity of the applicant;
(Hi) a reproduction of the sign for which
registration is sought;
(iv) the listing by name of the goods and
services for which registration is sought.
[(2) [Permitted
Additional
Requirement]
Notwithstanding paragraph (I), a Contracting
Party may continue to require, for purposes of the
filing date, the payment of a filing fee, if it
applies that requirement at the time of becoming
party to this Treaty.]
(3) [Prohibition of Further Requirements] The
filing date may not be subjected to the fulfillment
of any requirements that are additional to or
different from those set forth in paragraphs]' (1)
land (2)].
(4) [Date of Receipt] Each Contracting Party
shall be free to treat the date of receipt of any
document by a national Office on behalf of an
intergovernmental organization having the power
to register marks with effect in more than one
State, or by an official postal service, as the date
of receipt by the Office."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 203
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (I). Draft paragraph (1), in its
overall essence, met with general approval. It was
understood that draft paragraph (1), in its present
form, was intended to establish an absolute standard which Contracting Parties had to require for
purposes of according a filing date.
As regards the requirement in item (i), reservations were expressed about whether merely an
'implicit' indication that registration was sought
was sufficient for filing date purposes.
As regards the requirement in item (ii), some
delegations suggested that, in order to establish
the identity of the applicant, an indication of his
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address should be required. It was decided that
this question could more adequately be dealt with
through a clarification in the Notes on draft
Article 203 or by including a Rule in the Draft
Regulations.
As regards the requirement in item (iii), one
delegation suggested that the provision refer to 'a
reproduction or graphic representation of the sign
for which registration as a mark is sought."
As regards the requirement in item (iv), some
delegations wanted to see this provision worded
in a more flexible fashion so as to make it clear
that, for filing date purposes, goods and services
could be listed in a general sense (according to
one representative of an observer organization,
possibly even by just referring to the corresponding class or classes under the International
Classification) and that a more specific listing of
goods and services could only be required at a
later stage of the registration procedure.
In respect of the requirement in draft paragraph (1) concerning the submission of documents in the 'official language,' a question was
raised whether this requirement should be
retained, in particular with respect to item (iv)
regarding the listing of goods and services for
which registration was sought. There was general
agreement to the requirement that all of the items
indicated under draft paragraph (1), including
item (iv), be in the official language, subject
possibly to a drafting change from 'the' to 'an'
official language.
One delegation considered that the priority
claim, if any, should constitute an additional
requirement for filing date purposes. A number of
delegations expressly opposed this suggestion. It
was pointed out that, under Article 4 of the Paris
Convention, countries party to that Treaty were
free to determine the date on which a priority
claim must be made and that the recognition of a
filing date did not imply the recognition of the
priority claim where priority had been claimed,
since, as stated in Article 4D, the consequences of
failure to comply with the formalities for claiming
a priority under the Paris Convention could in no
case go beyond the loss of the priority right itself.
Several delegations and representatives of
observer organizations, however, thought that it
might be useful for the Draft Treaty to attempt to
harmonize the requirements for claiming a Paris
Convention priority, in a separate provision
dealing with that specific question and unrelated
to filing date requirements.
Some delegations suggested that the use of a
form should also constitute a requirement for
filing date purposes. This position was contradicted by a number of delegations, although it
was recognized that the use of a form could
constitute a formal requirement whose non-
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compliance could result in the refusal of the
application.
Several delegations expressed their concern
that, given the definition of 'Office7 in draft
Article 2(ii), draft Article 203(1) might not take
into account those systems where an application
could be filed with regional branches of the
Office or another entity authorized to receive
applications on behalf of the Office. They wanted
to ensure that the filing date of the application
could also be the date on which such regional
office or authority received the documents listed
in draft paragraph (1).
One representative of an observer organization
suggested that the signature by the applicant or
his agent should be a requirement for filing date
purposes.
Paragraph (2). The majority of delegations
which spoke on this issue expressed their support
for retaining this provision and for eliminating the
square brackets so that Contracting Parties could
continue to require the payment of a filing fee for
purposes of according a filing date. Nevertheless,
several delegations and all of the representatives
of observer organizations which spoke were
opposed to this provision. Some representatives of
observer organizations mentioned the difficulty
that international money transfers and other
payment problems posed for applicants. On the
other hand, various delegations which wanted to
retain draft paragraph (2) referred to the burden
that the receipt of piecemeal applications represented for Offices, in particular those Offices
which received a significant number of applications or which did not have the resources for
modernizing registration procedures.
It was suggested that an approach similar to
that adopted by the Committee of Experts on the
Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for
the Protection of Inventions in its eighth session
for the Draft Treaty on the harmonization of
patent laws (Article 8(2), dealing with optional
filing date requirements, and Rule 6, dealing with
the details concerning the filing date) could also
be adopted in the Draft Treaty on the harmonization of trademark laws, that is, that Contracting
Parties would be free to require the payment of a
filing fee, within a prescribed time limit, but only
for purposes of maintaining, and not according,
the filing date. This suggestion was supported by
some delegations and a number of representatives
of observer organizations.
Paragraph (3). In reply to an inquiry, it was
clarified that draft paragraph (3) did not prohibit
Contracting Parties from imposing requirements
as to how and when a priority right could be
claimed in accordance with Article 4 of the Paris
Convention.

One delegation suggested that it be made clear
that additional documents could be required for
purposes of obtaining registration.
One delegation stated that, in its country, an
application should be deemed to have been filed
at the date of a certain exhibition if additional
documents were submitted within a certain period
of time, and it understood that such a requirement
did not conflict with draft paragraph (3).
The Delegation of the United States of
America expressly reserved its position with
respect to draft paragraph (3).
Paragraph (4). In response to the concerns
already raised by several delegations that draft
paragraph (1) take into account those systems
where applications can be filed with regional
branches of an office or other entity authorized to
receive applications on behalf of the Office, it
was agreed that draft paragraph (4) would be
redrafted along the lines agreed by the Committee
of Experts on the Harmonization of Certain Provisions in Laws for the Protection of Inventions in
its eighth session for amending Rule 6 of the
Draft Regulations under the Draft Treaty on the
harmonization of patent laws, to the effect that
each Contracting Party would be free to determine the conditions under which an application or
any other document should be deemed to have
been received by the Office."
Article 204: Certain
Registration

Requirements

Concerning

Article 204 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(I) [Permitted Requirements] Any Contracting Party may provide that any of the following
requirements shall be complied with, in default of
which the application may be rejected:
(i) that the application be filed by using a
prescribed form;
(ii) that fees be paid;
(Hi) that the application be signed by the
applicant or his duly authorized representative;
<iv) that the application contain a declaration
of intent to use the mark;
(v) that, where the sign for which registration is sought is a sound, the application, for the
purposes of the reproduction of the mark, contain
a graphic notation of the sound, such as sheet
music, if the sound can be represented graphically, or describe the sound and be accompanied
by a recording of the sound if the sound cannot
be represented graphically;
(vi) that, where the sign for which registration is sought cannot be represented graphically
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and is not a sound, the application contain a
description of the sign;
(vii) that, where the applicant is not domiciled
and does not have an establishment in the territory of the Contracting Party, he be represented
by a person permitted to practice before the
Office or have an address for service in the territory of the Contracting Party.
(2) [Prohibition of Further Requirements]
Subject to Articles 101 to 103, 203 and 205, no
Contracting Party may provide for any requirement as a condition of registration that is additional to or different from those set forth in paragraph (1). In particular, the following requirements shall not be permitted:
(i) the authentication of any signature;
(ii) the furnishing of any certificate of or
extract from a register of commerce;
(Hi) the carrying on of an industrial or
commercial activity by the applicant;
(iv) the carrying on of an activity by the applicant corresponding to the goods or services listed
in the application."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 204
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Paragraph (1). It was noted that the list of
requirements in draft paragraph (1) was intended
to be exhaustive and that the Contracting Parties
would be free to provide for a less strict
approach.
The great majority of delegations expressed
their general support for the idea of establishing
an exhaustive list of permitted requirements in
respect of trademark applications.
One delegation proposed to clarify the term
'rejected' in the first sentence of draft paragraph
(1) in order to make it clear that it also comprised
as a possible sanction the cases where the application was deemed abandoned or withdrawn.
Several delegations indicated that, since their
laws provided for protection of certification marks
and collective marks to which certain special
requirements applied, paragraph (1) should be
drafted in such a way as not to affect the existing
practices in respect of such special types of
marks. It was pointed out that certification marks
and collective marks were not covered by the
definition of 'mark' in draft Article 2(i).
One delegation drew attention to the provision
in the national law of its country requiring translation into English or French of word marks
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which were not in either of those languages. Such
a requirement should be permitted under the Draft
Treaty.
Several delegations proposed that the possible
transfer of certain existing and possible additional
requirements in paragraph (1) into a Rule to be
included in the Draft Regulations be considered.
In this connection, reference was made to Rule 8
of the Madrid Agreement (Marks) which
contained a more detailed list of requirements
than the list in draft paragraph (1).
A number of delegations and representatives of
observer organizations expressed concern in
respect of possible excessive requirements which
might be included in the prescribed forms under
paragraph (l)(i).
It was proposed that the possibility of establishing a universal application form and a form
for the power of attorney be considered. This idea
was welcomed by the great majority of the delegations and the representatives of observer organizations while a number of delegations stated their
reservation concerning a universal form for the
power of attorney.
It was underlined that harmonization of procedural issues within the framework of the Draft
Treaty was of equal, if not greater, importance
compared with harmonization of substantive
provisions of trademark laws.
A number of delegations expressed the view
that draft paragraph (l)(iv) should not appear in
the Draft Treaty, since at present a declaration of
intent to use a mark was required only in a few
countries, and it did not seem expedient to
encourage the Contracting Parties to introduce
such a requirement which was not necessary in a
system under which failure to use had certain
consequences and could, in particular, lead to the
cancellation of the mark.
One delegation proposed to broaden the content of draft paragraph (l)(v) and (vi) in order
to apply the requirement to provide a graphic
representation not only to sound signs but also
to other signs, for example, three-dimensional
signs.
(a) It was concluded that further consideration
should be given to the question of supplementing
the Draft Treaty by Draft Regulations, thus
making it possible to transfer certain details, for
example, from Article 204, to a corresponding
Rule.
(b) As to the term 'rejected,' it was agreed
that a corresponding definition would be introduced in the next draft, similar to that contained
in the Draft Treaty on the harmonization of patent
laws.
(c) It was noted that the question of establishing a universal application form deserved
further consideration.
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Paragraph (2). Several delegations expressed
their general support for the idea of expressly
mentioning certain requirements which were additional to or different from those set forth in paragraph (1) and therefore prohibited.
The Delegation of Japan asked whether it was
possible under paragraph (2)(i) to use a seal
instead of a signature.
It was underlined that the term 'authentication'
in draft paragraph (2)(i) applied both to notary
and consulate certification of signatures and that
this provision should be made applicable to all
kinds of documents to be submitted to Offices.
It was concluded that draft paragraph (2) was
generally acceptable. It would become important
to expressly establish in draft paragraph (2) a
negative list of requirements which should be
excluded from possible future additions to a list
of permitted requirements contained in a Rule."
Article 205: Use as a Condition of Registration
Article 205 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"Any Contracting Party that, at the time of
becoming party to this Treaty, requires, as a
condition of registration, that the applicant
furnish evidence of bona fide use, started within a
certain period of time, on its territory of the sign
for which registration is sought, may continue to
apply that requirement. The said period of time
shall not be less than six months counted from the
date on which the Office notifies the applicant
that the mark will be registered if the applicant
furnishes evidence of bona fide use within the
said period of time."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 205
reads as follows:
"The Delegation of the United States of
America was in favor of Article 205 but
suggested that the sentence in paragraph 205.01
of the Notes on Article 205 should be amended
by adding the phrase 'unless an application is
based on Article dquinquies of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.' The
said provision provided a way for applicants with
a registration in another country of the Paris
Union to obtain a registration in the United States
of America without use. Furthermore, the Delegation expressed the belief that the requirement of
use prior to registration existed in the laws of
Canada and the Philippines.
The Delegation of Canada affirmed that use
prior to registration was a requirement in Canada,

subject to the provision of Article 6quinquies of
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.
A number of delegations and representatives of
observer organizations opposed the inclusion of
draft Article 205. It was stated that it was difficult
for applicants to effect use prior to registration,
especially for companies that have not started
business in countries requiring evidence of such
use. It was widely accepted that there should be
sanctions against non-use of a registered mark,
but use as a requirement for the registration of a
mark should disappear and should be prohibited.
Reference was made to the discussion of this
point in other fora.
One delegation felt that reliance on the provisions of Article 6quinquies of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
favored applicants with registrations in other
countries and discriminated against those who did
not or could not secure such registrations.
The representative of an observer organization
stated that the requirement of bona fide use as a
prerequisite to registration in the United States of
America did provide certainty to applicants
because, after examination, a notice of allowance
was sent and the trademark applicant had altogether three years from filing within which to
engage in bona fide use of the mark.
The representatives of several observer organizations underlined that the United States of
America had recently amended its trademark law
to accommodate the possibility of filing an application for a mark based upon intent to use, rather
than upon actual use. They further observed that
this amendment had taken place after study by,
and at the instigation of, users' groups in that
country. Therefore, it was highly unlikely that the
United States of America would amend its laws
in the near future to dispense with a requirement
for bona fide use as a prerequisite to registration.
On the basis of the discussions, it was
concluded that draft Article 205 should be
retained in the Draft Treaty, but possibly could be
placed in brackets."

Article 206: Notification of Grounds for Refusal and
Observations
Article 206 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
'Wo application may be rejected on the basis
of any of the grounds for refusal of registration
set forth in Articles 102 and 103 unless the applicant has been notified of the ground and given
the opportunity to make observations thereon."
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The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 206
reads as follows:
"The draft Article was considered generally
acceptable.
Several delegations expressed the view that
draft Article 206 should contain a more general
idea providing for the applicant to be notified and
heard at all stages of trademark registration procedure where his interests might be affected.
It was suggested that the expression 'notify'
should be replaced by a term allowing a less
formal type of communication."
Article 207: Expeditious Processing of the Application
Article 207 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Examination as to Absolute Grounds
Only, without Possibility of Opposition] Where
the application is not examined ex officio as to
the rights referred to in Article 103 and no provision is made for allowing interested parties to
oppose registration, the Office shall either
register the mark and publish the registration, or
it shall notify the applicant of the decision to
reject the application, within four months of the
filing date of the application.
(2) [Examination as to Absolute Grounds
Only, with Possibility of Opposition] Where the
application is not examined ex officio as to the
rights referred to in Article 103 and interested
parties are allowed to oppose registration, the
Office shall either publish the application for the
purposes of opposition, or it shall notify the
applicant of the decision to reject the application,
within four months of the filing date of the application.
(3) [Examination as to Absolute Grounds and
as to Anteriority, without Possibility of Opposition] Where the application is examined ex officio
as to the rights referred to in Article 103 and no
provision is made for allowing interested parties
to oppose registration, the Office shall either
register the mark and publish the registration, or
it shall notify the applicant of the decision to
reject the application, within eight months of the
filing date of the application.
(4) [Examination as to Absolute Grounds and
as to Anteriority, with Possibility of Opposition]
Where the application is examined ex officio as
to the rights referred to in Article 103 and interested parties are allowed to oppose registration,
the Office shall either publish the application for
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the purposes of opposition, or it shall notify the
applicant of the decision to reject the application
within eight months of the filing date of the application.
(5) [Term Allowed for Filing Oppositions]
Where paragraph (2) or paragraph (4) applies,
the term allowed for filing opposition shall be
three months counted from the date of publication
of the application.
(6) [Decision on Opposition] Where an opposition is filed, the Office shall, unless the
commencement of the opposition proceedings
must be postponed pending a decision on the
registrability of a sign which is the subject of
another application, notify the parties of its decision and, where applicable, publish the registration, within six months of the date on which the
opposition was filed."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 207
reads as follows:
"In the introduction that was made on the
subject of this draft Article, it was pointed out
that it was an attempt to bring about a speeding
up of examination and registration procedures, at
the same time taking due account of the various
types of procedure that were applied.
Most of the delegations that spoke, while
recognizing the soundness of the objective
pursued by draft Article 207, considered that the
time limits proposed were unrealistic, and that a
new approach should be worked out. It was, in
particular, mentioned, as a general comment, that
it was difficult for an office to meet time limits at
all procedural stages, in view of the fact that it
had to liaise with agents and applicants, the latter
being sometimes resident abroad.
Two delegations also pointed out that draft
Article 207 seemed to take account of only four
types of procedure, to the exclusion of any other
procedure that might exist in some countries. One
of those delegations said that its system was close
to the one appearing in draft paragraph (4), but
differed from it in that the examination of absolute grounds for refusal occurred after publication,
and therefore at the same time as the opposition
procedure. Another delegation said that its country's draft law on marks provided that the time
limit for filing opposition did not start to run until
the mark had been registered. Those two delegations considered that the Draft Treaty should not
privilege certain systems at the expense of others.
It was added that certain time limits could be
proposed without it being necessary to refer to
any pronndural system at all.
One delegation said that its country could not
agree to the Draft Treaty containing provisions
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that the Contracting Parties would not be capable
of observing by reason of uncontrollable circumstances, such as a sudden increase of the number
of trademark applications.
In the light of the remarks that had been made,
it was pointed out that the International Bureau
had attempted, on the basis of the discussions of
the first session of the present Committee of
Experts, to propose solutions to expedite the
examination and registration procedure and to
solve the problem of unwarranted delays. The
wish was expressed that it be given guidance,
notably with regard to reasonable time limits.
Some delegations suggested applying the 18month time limit adopted under the Protocol of
June 28, 1989, Relating to the Madrid Agreement
Concerning the International Registration of
Marks. One delegation suggested that a period of
18 months could be set as a time limit between
the publication of the application and the registration of the mark.
Other delegations considered that it would be
difficult for the reference to the system of international registration of marks to be adopted in a
strictly national framework, in view of the fact
that the time limits of 12 or 18 months started to
run for marks that were already in order with
respect to form.
One delegation considered that a draft Article
on the time limits for the examination of an application for the registration of a mark should
confine itself to setting a maximum time limit by
which the office had to have issued a first notification of refusal.
The representative of an observer organization
said that users were of course in favor of the
procedure being conducted as rapidly as possible,
at the same time recalling that it was a matter not
only for offices but also for applicants and their
agents. He considered that such a provision had at
least to attempt to set the period during which the
office had to issue a first notification of refusal,
and apart from that the minimum period, as from
the publication of the application, during which
the registration of a mark could be opposed.
In the light of the discussions that had taken
place on draft Article 207, it was noted that it had
won no support in its present form, and that it
would not appear in that form in the next version
of the Draft Treaty. It was, however, pointed out
that there was general agreement on the principle
of speeding up the procedure of examination and
registration of marks. The next version of the
Draft Treaty could contain a first period, of 12 or
18 months, for instance, during which the office
would have to issue a first notification of refusal,
a second period, being the minimum time during
which the registration of a published application
could be opposed, and finally an overall period,

of three or four years, for instance, during which
an office would have to have dealt with an application. In the latter case, the draft provision
would specify certain consequences of inaction on
the part of the office.
With regard to the time limit proposed, one
delegation had a reservation regarding such a
provision, even if it were of a general nature."
Article 208: Publication of Applications and Registrations
Article 208 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"(1) [Publication of Applications Where
Opposition Allowed] (a) Where interested parties
are allowed to oppose registration, the Office
shall publish in its periodical gazette an entry in
respect of each application not rejected which
shall contain or indicate at least the following: a
reproduction of the sign that is the subject of the
application; the application number; the name
and address of the applicant; the filing date of
the application; if priority is claimed, an indication of this fact with the identification of the
Office \vith which the application whose priority
is claimed was filed, as well as the number and
the filing date of that application; the name of the
representative, if any; the listing by name of the
goods and services for which registration of the
sign is sought with an indication of the corresponding class or classes of the International
Classification; where applicable, an indication
that the mark is three-dimensional.
(b) Where signs that cannot be represented
graphically are eligible for registration and the
subject of the application is such a sign, the entry
referred to in subparagraph (a) shall include a
statement that the sign is of such a nature and a
description of the sign.
(2) [Publication of Registrations] (a) The
Office shall publish in its periodical gazette an
entry in respect of each registration, which shall
contain or indicate at least the following: a
reproduction of the mark; the number under
which it has been registered; the name and
address of the holder of the registration; the
filing date of the application and the date of
registration; if priority is claimed, an indication
of this fact with the identification of the Office
with which the application whose priority is
claimed was filed, as well as the number and the
filing date of that application; the name of the
representative, if any; the listing by name of the
goods and services in respect of which the mark
has been registered with an indication of the
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corresponding class or classes of the International Classification; where applicable, an indication that the mark is three-dimensional.
(b) Where a sign that constitutes the registered mark cannot be represented graphically, the
entry referred to in subparagraph (a) shall
include a statement that the mark is of such a
nature and a description of the mark.
(3) [Access to the Register by the Public] (a)
The register maintained by the Office shall be
open to inspection by the public.
(b) Any person may, against payment of any
fee that may be required by the Office, obtain
copies of or extracts from the register.
(c) Where a sound that constitutes the registered mark cannot be represented graphically, the
Office shall maintain a sound recording of that
sound and shall provide an opportunity to any
interested person to listen to and, against
payment of any fee that it may require, make a
copy ofthat recording."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 208
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
One delegation, supported by a number of
other delegations, suggested that draft paragraph
(1) should not oblige Contracting Parties to
republish at the national level registrations of
international marks already publishd by WIPO in
its review Les Marques internationales, as
provided in the Madrid Agreement.
It was replied that draft paragraph (1) did not
concern the procedure for the international registration of marks, and consequently did not oblige
Contracting Parties to carry out republication in
the case mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Several delegations and one observer organization considered that, at the national level, an
office did not have to republish a mark as registered when it had already been published in full in
connection with the opposition procedure. One of
those delegations said that if, after the opposition
procedure, the mark underwent substantial
changes, those changes were published, but that
otherwise it was merely mentioned that the mark
was registered. It was suggested that the next version of draft Article 208 should contain a provision according to which publication of the registration would be required only if there had been
no publication in connection with opposition.
Two delegations said that the detailed provisions contained in draft Article 208 could appear
in implementing regulations.
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One delegation said that draft paragraphs (1)
and (2) mentioned the application number, and
the registration number, respectively, whereas in
certain countries those numbers were identical.
With regard to draft paragraph (3)(b), one
delegation said that one should speak of 'copies
of entries made in the register on the subject of a
registration,' and not of 'copies of the register.'
The representative of an observer organization
considered that draft paragraph (3) should allow
the public access not only to the register but also
to applications and to files, and that the latter
should be kept up to date, notably with regard to
the mention of renewals and of the recording of
changes and assignments.
In the light of the remarks made on draft
Article 208, it was agreed that certain details
would have to be transferred to implementing
regulations, and that the texts should be clarified
in order to establish that there was no obligation
on offices to carry out a second publication in
cases where the application for registration had
already been published for the purposes of an
opposition procedure."
Article 209: Changes in Registrations
Article 209 of the Draft Treaty as submitted by
the International Bureau to the Committee of Experts
read as follows:
"Changes may be made in the registration,
provided that no change shall be made
(i) in the sign constituting the registered
mark,
(ii) in the list of goods or services, except
where the change restricts that list."
The portion of the report of the Committee of
Experts concerning the discussion of Article 209
reads as follows:
"It was agreed that this draft Article should be
maintained in the Draft Treaty and that the
following observations should be taken into
consideration.
Item (i). One delegation questioned, with
respect to draft item (i), the necessity of
prohibiting changes in the registered mark.
Some delegations indicated, with respect to
draft item (i), that changes to a registered mark
should be allowed to some extent, in particular
where the distinctive character of the mark was
not altered. In this connection, reference was
made to Article 5C(2) of the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property.
Item
(ii). Some
delegations
suggested
amending draft item (ii) to accommodate a
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change to the list which results in an expansion,
whereupon the mark would have two priorities,
one priority for the goods or services on the original list and a second, later priority, for the goods
or services on the expanded list. In this respect
the representative of an observer organization
stated that providing two priority dates for the
same mark would lead to uncertainty in the
perception of third parties as to whether thengoods fell into a part of the list of goods or
services corresponding to the registered mark
having an old or a new priority date.
It was pointed out that changes that merely
consisted in replacing certain items in the list of
goods or services by other items in order to
clarify the said list should in any case be
permitted, if no extension resulted from such
changes.
In -response to a question as to whether draft
Article 209 applied to changes in applications as
well as to changes in registrations, it was
explained that the provision only applied to registrations but that one could consider including in
the Draft Treaty a corresponding provision in
respect of applications."
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WIPO Meetings
(Not all WTPO meetings are listed. Dates are subject to possible change.)

1990
December 10 to 14 (Geneva)

PCT Committee for Administrative and Legal Matters (Fourth Session)
The Committee will continue to examine proposals for amending the Regulations under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT).
Invitations: States members of the PCT Union and, as observers, States members of the Paris
Union not members of the PCT Union and certain organizations.

1991
April IS to 18 (Geneva)

WIPO Permanent Committee for Development Cooperation Related to Copyright and
Neighboring Rights (Ninth Session)
The Committee will review and evaluate the activities undertaken under the WTPO Permanent
Program for Development Cooperation Related to Copyright and Neighboring Rights since the
Committee's last session (April 1989) and make recommendations on the future orientation of
the said Program.
Invitations: States members of the Committee and, as observers, States members of the United
Nations not members of the Committee and certain organizations.

June 3 to 28 (The Hague)

Diplomatic Conference for the Conclusion of a Treaty Supplementing the Paris Convention as Far as Patents Are Concerned
This Diplomatic Conference will negotiate and adopt a treaty supplementing the Paris Convention as far as patents are concerned (patent law treaty).
Invitations: States members of the Paris Union and, as observers, States members of WIPO not
members of the Paris Union and certain organizations.

July 1 to 4 (Geneva)

WIPO Permanent Committee for Development Cooperation Related to Industrial Property (Fourteenth Session)
The Committee will review and evaluate the activities undertaken under the WIPO Permanent
Program for Development Cooperation Related to Industrial Property since the Committee's
last session (May/June 1989) and make recommendations on the future orientation of the said
Program.
Invitations: States members of the Committee and, as observers, States members of the United
Nations not members of the Committee and certain organizations.
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Governing Bodies, of WIPO and the Unions Administered by WIPO (Twenty-Second
Series of Meetings)
All the Governing Bodies of WIPO and the Unions administered by WTPO meet in ordinary
sessions every two years in odd-numbered years. In the sessions in 1991, the Governing
Bodies will, inter alia, review and evaluate activities undertaken since July 1990, and consider
and adopt the draft program and budget for the 1992-93 biennium.
Invitations: States members of WIPO or the Unions and, as observers, other States members of
the United Nations and certain organizations.

